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Abstract
In this paper the maximum likelihood and quasi-maximum likelihood estimators of a spectral
parameter of a mean zero Gaussian stationary process are shown to be asymptotically ecient in
the sense of Bahadur under appropriate conditions. In order to obtain exponential convergence
rates of tail probabilities of these estimators, a basic result on large deviation probability of
certain quadratic form is proved by using several asymptotic properties of Toeplitz matrices. It
turns out that the exponential convergence rates of the MLE and qMLE are identical, which
depend on the statistical curvature of Gaussian stationary process. c© 2000 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let fXt ; t=0 1;2; : : :g be a Gaussian stationary process with mean 0 and spectral
density f(),  2 [− ; ], where  2 R is an unknown parameter which has to
be estimated from n consecutive observations. Our main goal in this paper is to show
that maximum likelihood and quasi-maximum likelihood estimators (MLE and qMLE)
of  are asymptotically ecient in the sense of Bahadur (1960) and Fu (1982).
Although there have been several papers in the literature which examined eciency
of estimators of , the term \eciency" has often been used in the sense that for an
estimator ^n,
p
n(^n − ) tends in distribution to a normal random variable with mean
0 and variance I()−1, where I() is the limit of the averaged Fisher information. For
example, Fox and Taqqu (1986) and Dahlhaus (1989) proved asymptotic normality of
the MLE and qMLE for the strongly dependent Gaussian process. For the short memory
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Gaussian process, higher-order asymptotic eciency of the (modied) MLE of  was
developed by Hosoya (1979, 1988) and Taniguchi (1991) in the sense of Fisher{Rao{
Efron and Takeuchi{Akahira{Pfanzagl{Wefelmeyer. These results were based on the
higher-order asymptotic expansions for concentration probability around , the Fisher
information and mean-squared error (more generally, risk function) of estimator. The
use of the higher-order Edgeworth expansions has been received a considerable atten-
tion; see Taniguchi (1991) in the area of time series, especially, Gaussian stationary
processes.
On the other hand, there are few works in time series analysis which are con-
cerned with Bahadur asymptotic eciency. The reason will be that this concept is
the study of exponential convergence rate of tail probability of estimator using large
deviation method. In iid setting, Cherno’s theorem is well known, while the ba-
sic tool in our non-iid setting will be the Gartner and Ellis large deviation theorem
(e.g. Bucklew, 1990). At this stage, we give the following remarks: In the standard
context of probability theory, one says that a sequence of probability measures Pn sat-
ises a large deviation principle (LDP) with rate function I , if I is a lower semicontin-
uous function such that for any closed set F , lim supn!1 n
−1 logPn(F)6− inf x2F I(x)
[Upper bound], and for any open set G, −inf x2G I(x)6lim inf n!1 n−1 logPn(G)
[Lower bound]. It was noticed by Bercu et al. (1997) that the Gartner and Ellis the-
orem cannot be directly applicable for giving the LDP of certain quadratic forms of
Gaussian stationary processes. Indeed, we have to take into account the possibility that
\bad eigenvalues" may exist. Under additional technical conditions on the asymptotic
behavior of the bad eigenvalues (if they exist), Bercu et al. (1997) established the
LDP for subsequences of such quadratic forms. However, we need only certain speci-
ed sets in our statistical estimation problem. That is, for a given statistic Sn, we are
often interested in the convergence of n−1 logP(Sn=n6x) or n−1 logP(Sn=n>x), where
x is very close to the limit limn!1 n−1Sn.
Throughout this paper, we denote n n Toeplitz matrix associated with h() by
Tn(h) =
Z 
−
expfi(s− t)gh() d

;
s; t=1; : : : ; n, where h() is assumed to be integrable real symmetric function on [−; ]
(not necessarily nonnegative). It should be noted that the Toeplitz matrix dened by
Grenander and Szego (1984, p. 37,(1) and p. 65,(12)) is divided by 2. We rst collect
(for ready reference) the basic asymptotic properties of Toeplitz matrices.
Lemma 1 (Grenander and Szego, 1984). If h() is nonnegative integrable function on
[− ; ] and satises R − log h() d 6= −1;
lim
n!1
1
n
log det Tn(h) =
1
2
Z 
−
log 2h() d:
For the trace of products of several Toeplitz matrices, many authors attempted to
improve the regularity condition for the class of functions. See Grenander and Szego
(1984, pp. 122{126), Dahlhaus (1989) and Taniguchi (1991, Theorem 2.2.1). In this
paper we use the following version due to Kakizawa (1999), since a positive function in
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the class D below corresponds to the spectral density of the \short-memory" stationary
process.
Lemma 2. For any positive integer s; assume that fj() 2 D; (j=1; : : : ; s) are strictly
positive for [− ; ] and that gj() 2 D; (j=1; : : : ; s); where D is space of functions
on [− ; ] dened by
D =
(
h() =
1X
u=−1
a(u)exp(−iu): a(u) = a(−u);
1X
u=−1
ja(u)j<1
)
:
Then
lim
n!1
1
n
tr
8<
:
sY
j=1
Tn(fj)−1Tn(gj)
9=
;= 12
Z 
−
8<
:
sY
j=1
gj()
fj()
9=
; d:
In Section 2, we provide the fundamental results on the large deviation probability
of certain quadratic forms. Lemma 2 will be used repeatedly. In Section 3, we use
them to obtain exponential convergence rates of the MLE and qMLE in Gaussian
stationary processes and then discuss Bahadur asymptotic eciency. It should be noted
that another statistical application for deriving Bahadur’s slopes of several test statistics
such as Rao’s and modied Wald’s tests is found in Kakizawa (1999).
2. Large deviation probability of quadratic form
Let Xn = (X1; : : : ; Xn)0 be an observed stretch from a Gaussian stationary process
with mean 0 and spectral density f(), where f() 2 D is positive. In this section we
present a basic result on large deviation probability of quadratic form
Zn = 12(X
0
nQnXn + cn)
with
Qn =
pX
j=1
Tn(gj;1)−1Tn(gj; 2)Tn(gj; 3)−1   Tn(gj; 2q+1)−1;
where fcng is a sequence such that
lim
n!1
cn
n
=
1
2
Z 
−
g0() d:
The key step is the investigation of the convergence of the averaged cumulant gener-
ating function of Zn;
1
n
logEfexp(tZn)g= n(t) (say):
Proposition 3. Assume that gj; k() 2 D; and that for odd k; gj; k() is strictly posi-
tive. Then; there exists a r > 0 such that for all t 2 [− r; r]; limn!1 n(t) = Z(t);
where
Z(t) =− 14
Z 
−
logf1− tf()g()g d+ t
4
Z 
−
g0() d
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with
g() =
pX
j=1
gj; 2()    gj; 2q()
gj;1()    gj; 2q+1() :
Proof. Let An = Tn(f)1=2 12 (Qn + Q
0
n)Tn(f)
1=2. Denote the spectral norm of matrix A
by jjAjj. If jtj< 1=jjAnjj, then Efexp(tZn)g exists and
n(t) =
1
n
logEfexp(tZn)g= t2n cn −
1
2n
log det(I − tAn):
Now, let gj; 2‘()=g+j; 2‘()−g−j; 2‘(), where g+j; 2‘() and g−j; 2‘() are nonnegative. Set
h() = f(); g+j; 2‘(); g
−
j; 2‘(). It is easy to see that
jjTn(gj; k)−1=2Tn(h)1=2jj2 = jjTn(h)1=2Tn(gj; k)−1=2jj2
= sup
jzj=1
z0 Tn(h)z
z0 Tn(gj; k)z
= sup
jzj=1
R 
− h()j
Pn
j=1 zje
−ijj2 dR 
− gj; k()j
Pn
j=1 zje
−ijj2 d
6
max h()
min gj; k()
(1)
for odd k. Hence, jjAnjj is uniformly bounded by R (say). Note that we can take
R>max jf()g()j. For all jtj6r (0<r< 1=R), n(t) is expanded into
t
2n
cn +
1
2n
1X
‘=1
t‘
‘
trf 12 (Qn + Q0n)Tn(f)g‘:
As a consequence of Lemma 2 we obtain
1
n
trf 12 (Qn + Q0n)Tn(f)g‘ =
1
2
Z 
−
ff()g()g‘ d
for all positive integer ‘. Since
1X
‘=1
t‘
‘
Z 
−
ff()g()g‘ d=−
Z 
−
logf1− tf()g()g d
for jtj6r, we get the result.
Assume that f j g() 6= 0g has positive Lebesgue measure. Then Z(t); jtj6r, is
strictly convex and there exists a unique t(z), −r < t(z)<r, such that
d
dt
Z(t)

t=t(z)
= z
if z belongs to the range of (d=dt)Z(t); jtj<r (note that t(z) is smooth and strictly
increasing function in z). As a consequence of Ihara (1993, p. 113), we can derive the
large deviation probability of Zn.
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Theorem 4. In addition to the condition in Proposition 3; assume that f j g() 6= 0g
has positive Lebesgue measure; and that fzng is a sequence of real numbers with
zn ! z as n!1. If 0<t(z)<r; then
lim
n!1
1
n
logP(Zn>nzn) = Zft(z)g − zt(z)< 0: (2a)
If −r < t(z)< 0; then
lim
n!1
1
n
logP(Zn6nzn) = Zft(z)g − zt(z)< 0: (2b)
Remark 1. The Gartner and Ellis theorem (e.g. Bucklew, 1990, p. 15) requires, at
least, that limn!1 n(t) = Z(t) exists for all t 2 R, allowing the case of 1 =1.
In view of the general case of Proposition 3, we do not know the behavior of n(t)
for r < jtj< 1=jjAnjj, and even if it converges, there are other diculties of checking
the dierentiability condition and the steepness condition. The latter is not guaranteed
for a certain problem (see Bercu et al., 1997). That is why a direct application of
the Gartner and Ellis theorem is not possible, in general, for our case. Bercu et al.
(1997) assumed the technical conditions on the set of all limit points of sequences of
the maximum and the minimum eigenvalues of An instead, and established the LDP
for subsequences of Zn when the additive case X 0(
P
j Fj)X , where Fj is substituted
by Tn(gj). But their conditions are also dicult to check (we know only that jjAnjj
is uniformly bounded). There seems to be no satisfactory LDP for the sequence (or
subsequences) of Zn. However, Theorem 4 states that if we can nd an interval [−r; r]
such that limn!1 n(t)=Z(t) exists for all jtj6r, the exponential rate (2a) (or (2b))
of the upper (or lower) tail probability of Zn is available at least for zn ! z, where z
belongs to the range of (d=dt)Z(t), jtj<r.
3. Bahadur asymptotic eciency of MLE
In this section we will show that the MLE and qMLE of a spectral parameter of a
Gaussian stationary process are asymptotically ecient in the sense of Bahadur (1960)
and Fu (1982). We now set down the following conditions.
(A1) fXtg is a Gaussian stationary process with mean 0 and spectral density f(),
where  2  is an unknown parameter and the parameter space  is a nondegenerate
interval of the real line. For all  2 ; f() is strictly positive and belongs to D. If
 6= 0 the set f jf() 6= f′()g has positive Lebesgue measure.
(A2) The set  is compact.
(A3) k f() is k-times continuously dierentiable with respect to . The derivatives
(@=@)jf() = f
( j)
 () (say), j = 1; : : : ; k, belong to D for all  2 .
(A4) For all  2 ,
I() =
1
4
Z 
−

@
@
f()
2
f()−2 d> 0:
In what follows, we denote the true parameter of the spectral density by 0, which is
an arbitrary but xed interior point of  unless otherwise stated.
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Suppose that a stretch Xn=(X1; : : : ; Xn)0 of the above process fXtg is available. Then
the MLE and qMLE are dened by
Ln(^n;ML;Xn) = sup
2
Ln(;Xn) (3a)
and
Ln(^n; qML;Xn) = sup
2
Ln(;Xn); (3b)
respectively, where
Ln(;Xn) =−n2 log 2−
1
2
log det Tn(f)− 12 X
0
nTn(f)
−1Xn
is (exact) log-likelihood, while
Ln(;Xn) =− n4
Z 
−

logf() +
In()
f()

d
=− n
4
Z 
−
logf() d− 12 X
0
nTn(f
−1
 =(4
2))Xn
is Whittle’s (approximate or quasi) log-likelihood based on the periodogram In() =
(2n)−1jPnt=1 Xte−itj2. For simplicity, we write Ln(;Xn) and Ln(;Xn) by Ln() and
Ln(), respectively.
Remark 2. If Ln(; xn) and Ln(; xn) are continuous functions of  for all xn 2 Rn,
(3) possesses a solution under (A2). The rigorous statements for the existence and the
measurability of the solution are found in Lemma 2:1 of Fu and Gleser (1975). If (3)
possesses several solutions, we shall assume, unless otherwise specied, that any one
of them is the MLE or qMLE.
The following theorem, which gives bound on the exponential convergence rate of
the tail probability of any consistent estimator, is valid provided that conditions (A1),
(A3)2 and (A4) are satised.
Theorem 5. If Tn = Tn(Xn) is a consistent estimator; then
lim inf
!0
lim inf
n!1
1
2n
logP0 (jTn − 0j>)>−
I(0)
2
: (4)
Proof. We can see that for all  2 ,
1
n
fLn()−Ln(0)g! 14
Z 
−

log
f0 ()
f()
− 1+ f()
f0 ()

d= KL(; 0) (say)
(5)
in P-probability. Indeed, we can prove E[n−1fLn() − Ln(0)g] = KL(; 0) + o(1)
and V[n−1fLn()− Ln(0)g] =O(n−1) as n!1 from Lemmas 1 and 2. We observe
that KL as dened here plays a role of K in Bahadur et al. (1980).
Let 1 = 0  d, where d> 1. Choose > 0 so small that 1 2 . Since Tn is a
consistent estimator, P1 (jTn− 0j>)! 1 as n!1. It follows from Theorem 2:1 in
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Bahadur et al. (1980), together with (5), that
lim inf
n!1
1
n
logP0 (jTn − 0j>)>−minfKL(0 − d; 0); KL(0 + d; 0)g:
Letting d! 1, we obtain
lim inf
n!1
1
n
logP0 (jTn − 0j>)>− B(0; ); (6)
where
B(0; ) = minfKL(0 − ; 0); KL(0 + ; 0)g (7)
is called the Bahadur bound. Thus (4) is a direct consequence of the Taylor expansion
of KL(0  ; 0).
The next interest is to nd an estimator which can attain bound (4). Such an esti-
mator is said to be asymptotically ecient in the sense of Bahadur. Sato et al. (1998)
mentioned that the MLE ^n;ML is asymptotically ecient in the sense of Bahadur,
provided that the MLE is a unique solution of (@=@)Ln(^n;ML) = 0. In the following
theorem we drop this restriction.
Theorem 6. Suppose that conditions (A1){(A4) (for k = 3) hold. Then; for ^n =
^n;ML; ^n; qML;
lim
!0
lim
n!1
1
2n
logP0 (j^n − 0j>) =−
I(0)
2
:
Proof. In the appendix we will prove that, given h> 0, there exists a , 0<< 1,
such that P0 (j^n − 0j>h)6n for all suciently large n, which implies that ^n is
the strong consistent estimator. Note that the consistency of ^n is well-known (e.g.
Hannan, 1973 in a dierent way). It follows from Theorem 5 that
lim inf
!0
lim inf
n!1
1
2n
logP0 (j^n − 0j>)>−
I(0)
2
:
Thus, it suces to show that
lim sup
!0
lim sup
n!1
1
2n
logP0 (j^n − 0j>)6−
I(0)
2
: (8)
In the appendix we will also prove that, given ; 0<<I(0), there exists a ,
0<< 1, such that for every > 0
P0 (j^n − 0j>)6P0fjnj>n(a)g+ n (9)
for all suciently large n, where a= I(0)−  and
n =
8>><
>>:
@
@
Ln(0) if ^n = ^n;ML;
@
@
Ln(0) if ^n = ^n; qML:
(10)
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Now, let us consider the tail probability of n, which corresponds to the special case
(I) g1() = g3() = f0 (); g2() = f
(1)
0
() or
(II) g1() = g3() = 1; g2() = f0 ()
−2f(1)0 ()
in Section 2. Set p= q=1 and g0()=−f0 ()−1f(1)0 (). As in Proposition 3, dene
(t) =− 1
4
Z 
−
logf1− tf0 ()−1f(1)0 ()g d−
t
4
Z 
−
f0 ()
−1f(1)0 () d:
This function is smooth and strictly convex with 0(0) = 0, so that a unique solution
t(z) of (@=@t)(t)= z lies in a neighborhood of 0, and satises t(z)> 0 and t(−z)< 0
for suciently small z> 0. Since ft(z)g − zt(z)  −z2=f200(0)g, Theorem 4 yields
lim
n!1
1
n
logP0fjnj>n(a)g=−
(a)2
2I(0)
+ o(2)
which is greater than log , provided only that > 0 is suciently small. Hence it
follows from (9) that
lim sup
n!1
1
n
logP0 (j^n − 0j>)6 lim sup
n!1
1
n
logP0fjnj>n(a)g
for all suciently small > 0, which implies
lim sup
!0
lim sup
n!1
1
2n
logP0 (j^n − 0j>)6−
a2
2I(0)
:
Since a= I(0)−  and  is arbitrary, it follows by letting ! 0 that (8) holds.
As in the proof of Theorem 5, inequality (6) holds for any consistent estimator, and
the Bahadur bound (7) has the expansion at = 0,
B(0; ) =min

2
2
I(0) 
3
6
f3J (0) + 2K(0)g
+
4
24
f4L(0) + 3M (0) + 12N (0) + 3H (0)g+ o(4)

; (11)
where
J () =
1
4
Z 
−
F1;()F2;() d;
K() =
1
2
Z 
−
F31;() d;
L() =
1
4
Z 
−
F1;()F3;() d;
M () =
1
4
Z 
−
F22;() d;
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N () =
1
2
Z 
−
F21;()F2;() d;
H () =
3
2
Z 
−
F41;() d
with
F1;() =
f(1) ()
f()
; F2;() =
f(2) ()
f()
− 2
(
f(1) ()
f()
)2
;
F3;() = 6
(
f(1) ()
f()
)3
− 6f
(2)
 ()
f()
f(1) ()
f()
+
f(3) ()
f()
:
From Theorem 6 and expansion (11), the exponential convergence rate of the MLE
and qMLE have a second-order contact with the Bahadur bound at  = 0. The next
theorem shows that under the additional condition that the MLE ^n;ML and qMLE
^n; qML are the unique solutions of (@=@)Ln()=0 and (@=@) Ln()=0, respectively, the
exponential convergence rate of the MLE and qMLE always have a third-order contact
with the Bahadur bound at =0 but, in general, cannot attain the term of O(4). This
is a continuation of the author’s previous work (Sato et al., 1998) studying the MLE.
More precisely, we assume that
(B) For (almost) all xn 2 Rn, (@=@)Ln(; xn) and (@=@) Ln(; xn) are non-increasing
functions of  such that they have unique zeroes within the interior of  which is
assumed to be an open interval.
Theorem 7. Suppose that conditions (A1); (A3)4; (A4) and (B) hold. Then; for ^n=
^n;ML; ^n; qML;
lim
n!1
1
n
logP0 (j^n − 0j>) =−(0; )
for all suciently small > 0. Moreover
lim
!0
−i[B(0; )− (0; )] =
8><
>:
0 ; i = 1; 2; 3;
1
8

M (0)− J (0)
2
I(0)

>0; i = 4:
(12)
Proof. Condition (B) yields the exponential convergence rate for ^n as follows:
lim
n!1
1
n
logP0 (j^n − 0j>)
=max

lim
n!1
1
n
logP0fZn(0 + )>0g; limn!1
1
n
logP0fZn(0 − )60g

;
(13)
where
Zn(0 + ) =
8>><
>>:
@
@
Ln(0 + ) if ^n = ^n;ML;
@
@
Ln(0 + ) if ^n = ^n; qML:
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From now on, we shall use  in place of 0. According to Proposition 3, we dene
(t; ) =− t4
Z 
−
f(1)+()
f+()
d− 1
4
Z 
−
log
(
1− t f()f
(1)
+()
f2+()
)
d:
By the fundamental theorem of implicit functions, there exists a unique single-valued
function () such that
@
@t
(t; )

t=()
= 0 and () = + A2 + B3 + o(3);
where A=−J ()=2I() and
B=− 1
I()

1
3
L() +
1
2
M () +
1
2
N ()− 1
I()

J ()2 +
1
2
J ()K()

:
After some calculation,
((); )
=− ()

I() +
2
2
f3J () + K()g
+
3
6
f4L() + 3M () + 6N () + H ()g

+
1
2
()2[I() + 2J () + 2fL() +M ()g]
+
1
6
()3fK() + 3N ()g+ 124 ()
4H () + o(4)
=− 
2
2
I()− 
3
6
f3J () + 2K()g
− 
4
24

3
J ()2
I()
+ 4L() + 12N () + 3H ()

+ o(4): (14)
((−);−) has a four-term Taylor expansion similar to (14) with  replaced by
−. Applying Theorem 4 to Zn( ), we get from (13)
(; ) = minf−((); ); −((−);−)g: (15)
The results obtained here are parallel to Fu’s (1982) for the iid case. In time series
analysis Taniguchi (1991) dened the quantity
() =
fM ()I()− J ()2g1=2
I()3=2
(16)
as a counterpart of the statistical curvature given by Efron and gave the spectral density
forms satisfying ()=0. This quantity is proportional to the RHS of (12) for the case
i=4, so that only for such spectral models, both MLE and qMLE have a fourth-order
contact with the Bahadur bound at = 0.
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Example 8. Consider the Gaussian AR(1) process with the spectral density f() =
2(2)−1j1−eij−2, where 2> 0 is a nuisance parameter and jj< 1 is an unknown
parameter to be estimated. Since
R 
− log j1 − eij d = 0 (e.g. Brockwell and Davis
1991, p. 191), Whittle’s (quasi) log-likelihood Ln(; 2;Xn) in this case is equal to
−n=2 times
log
2
2 + (
2)−1
Z 
−
(1 +  2 − 2 cos )In() d:
As long as 2 is independent of , we can take, without loss of generality, 2 = 1 for
the problem of estimating . Suppose that
Pn
t=1 x
2
t > 0. Since Ln(; 1; xn) is a concave
function of , condition (B) is satised for the qMLE of ;
^n; qML =
Z 
−
cos() In() d
Z 
−
In() d=
n−1X
t=1
XtXt+1
,
nX
t=1
X 2t :
This is called the Yule{Walker estimator. From (14) and (15), the exponential
convergence rate (; ) for ^n; qML is expanded as
(; ) = min

1
2(1−  2) 
2  
(1−  2)2 
3 +
(7 2 + 1)
4(1−  2)3 
4 + o(4)

:
The statistical curvature in this case (see (16)) is () =
p
2.
Remark 3. For the spectral density (2)−1j1 − eij−2, Kakizawa (1998) showed re-
cently that the exponential convergence rates for many estimators of  (MLE, qMLE,
LSE, etc.) when > 0 is suciently small are all identical to
(; ) = min
1
2
[− log  (+ );−log  (− )] with  (r) = 1− r
2
1− 2r +  2 :
Bercu et al. (1997) proved the LDP for the LSE and the qMLE (Yule{Walker estima-
tor) by a sharp study of eigenvalues of tridiagonal matrices. The rate functions of the
LSE and the qMLE show that if > 0 is moderately large, the qMLE is better than
the LSE in the sense of qML(; )>LS(; ).
Appendix A
This appendix provides lemmas which are needed in the proof of Theorem 6. Their
proofs are along the lines of Bahadur (1960), who studied the MLE for the iid case.
In what follows, we set ^n = ^n;ML; ^n; qML.
Lemma A.1. Suppose that conditions (A1){(A3)0 hold. Then; given h> 0; there ex-
ists a ; 0<< 1; such that P0 (j^n − 0j>h)6n for all suciently large n.
Proof. For any set 0, we write n(0) = supfn():  2 0g, where
n() =
(
Ln()− Ln(0) if ^n = ^n;ML;
Ln()− Ln(0) if ^n = ^n; qML:
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Let  2  ( 6= 0). By Lemma 1 and Proposition 3, there exists a r > 0 such that
lim
n!1 n
−1 logE0 [expftn()g] =  (t)
for all jtj6r, where
 (t) =− t4
Z 
−
log
f()
f0 ()
− 1
4
Z 
−
log

1− t + t f0 ()
f()

d:
By condition (A1), we know that  (t) is strictly convex in [0; 1]. Since  (0) =
 (1) = 0, we then have
lim
n!1 n
−1 logE0 [expftn()g] =  (t)< 0 (A.1)
for all 0<t<min(1; r).
Now, since 0<cL6f()6cU <1 uniformly for all  2 [ − ; ] and  2 , it
is easy to see that E0 [expftn()g]<1 for all 0<t< (1 + cU =cL)−1. Choose t0,
0<t0<minf1; r; (1 + cU =cL)−1g. By an application of Lebesgue’s dominated conver-
gence theorem, there exists an open neighborhood of ; U, such that
E0 [expft0n(U)g]62E0 [expft0n()g]: (A.2)
It then follows from (A.1) and (A.2) that with  = expf (t0)=2g< 1,
P0fn(U)>0g6E0 [expft0n(U)g]62n (A.3)
for all suciently large n.
Given h> 0, let 
= f:  2 ; j− 0j>hg. If 
 is empty, then j^n− 0j>h is an
impossible event, so that Lemma A.1 holds trivially. Hence we assume 
 is not empty.
Since 
 is compact and does not contain 0, by the Heine{Borel theorem it is possible
to nd a nite number of points 1; : : : ; m 2  (j 6= 0) such that 
U1 [  [Um .
Then, we can see that
fj^n − 0j>hg
m[
j=1
fn(Uj)>0g;
so that we get from (A.3)
P0 (j^n − 0j>h)6
mX
j=1
P0fn(Uj)>0g62m

max
16j6m
j
n
for all suciently large n. Indeed, for example, suppose that j^n;ML− 0j>h. Whether
^n;ML lies in the interior of  or lies on the boundary of , ^n;ML is in 
. Consequently,
supfLn(0); 0 2 
g= Ln(^n;ML) = maxfLn(0); 0 2 g>Ln(0)
which implies max16j6m n(Uj)>0. Therefore, we have
fj^n;ML − 0j>hg
m[
j=1
fn(Uj)>0g:
This completes the proof.
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Lemma A.2. Suppose that conditions (A1){(A4) ( for k = 3) hold. Then; given ;
0<<I(0); there exists a ; 0<< 1; such that for every > 0
P0 (j^n − 0j>)6P0 (jnj>nfI(0)− g) + n
for all suciently large n; where n is dened in (10) of Section 3.
For the proof of Lemma A.2, we dene
n =
8>><
>>:
nI(0) +
@2
@ 2
Ln(0) if ^n = ^n;ML;
nI(0) +
@2
@ 2
Ln(0) if ^n = ^n; qML:
Conditions (A1) and (A3)3 imply that f()−1 and jf( j) ()j; j=1; 2; 3, are uniformly
bounded for all  2 [− ; ] and all  in a neighborhood of 0, so that we get @3@ 3 Ln()
 ;
 @3@ 3 Ln()
6nK + K2 X 0nXn = n (say) (A.4)
with some K > 0. The following results are required in the proof of Lemma A.2.
Lemma A.3. Suppose that conditions (A1) and (A3)2 hold. Then; given > 0; there
exist 0<j < 1 (j = 1; 2) such that
P0 (n>n)6
n
1 (A.5)
and
P0 (n6− n)6n2 (A.6)
for all suciently large n.
Proof. We will give only the proof of (A.5). It suces to show that there exists a
0> 0 such that (A.5) holds for all 0<60. Indeed, P0 (n>n)6P0 (n>n0) if
>0. Application of Proposition 3 yields
lim
n!1 n
−1 logE0fexp(tn)g=−
t
4
Z 
−
f−20 ()Q0 () d
− 1
4
Z 
−
log f1− tf−20 ()Q0 ()g d=(t) (say)
for all jtj6r, where Q0 () = −2ff(1)0 ()g2 + f0 ()f
(2)
0
(). If Q0 () = 0, (A.5) is
trivial, since, by Chebyshev’s inequality, we have for 0<t<r
P0 (n>n)6exp(−nt)E0fexp(tn)g
so that
lim sup
n!1
1
n
logP0 (n>n)6− t < 0
for all > 0. On the other hand, if Q0 () 6= 0 has positive Lebesgue measure,
Theorem 4 implies (A.5) for all suciently small > 0, since 0(t) is strictly in-
creasing with 0(0) = 0.
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Lemma A.4. Suppose that condition (A1) hold. Then; given
H > lim
n!1 n
−1 E0 (n); (A.7)
there exists a 3; 0<3< 1 such that P0 (n>nH)6
n
3 for all suciently large n.
Proof. From Lemma 2
lim
n!1 n
−1 E0 (n) = K +
K
2
Z 
−
f0 () d= > 0 (say):
It suces to show that there exists a H0> such that the result holds for all
<H6H0. Indeed, P0 (n>nH)6P0 (n>nH0) if H >H0. From Lemma 1,
lim
n!1 n
−1 logE0fexp(tn)g= tK −
1
4
Z 
−
logf1− 2tKf0 ()g d= (t) (say)
for t < [2K max f0 ()]
−1. Then, Theorem 4 implies (A.7) for all suciently small
H >, since 0(t) is strictly increasing with 0(0) = .
Proof of Lemma A.2. Choose a neighborhood of 0, that is, U0 = f : j− 0j<hg,
where h> 0 is as small as required to satisfy the following:
(i) U0 ,
(ii) (A.4) is satised on U0 ,
(iii) (A.7) is satised when H = =h, i.e., h<=.
It then follows from Lemmas A.3 and A.4 that
P0

n>
n
2

6n1; P0

n6− n2

6n2; P0

n>
n
h

6n3 (A.8)
for all suciently large n, where 0<j < 1 (j = 1; 2; 3).
Suppose now that j^n;ML−0j<h. Then (@=@)Ln(^n;ML)=0 and by Taylor’s theorem
there exists a   with j  − 0j< j^n;ML − 0j<h such that
@
@
Ln(0) + (^n;ML − 0) @
2
@ 2
Ln(0) +
1
2
(^n;ML − 0)2 @
3
@ 3
Ln( ) = 0:
Hence, we have
(^n − 0)[nI(0) + Rn] = n with jRnj6jnI(0) + nj+ h2 n: (A.9)
Similarly, j^n; qML − 0j<h implies (A.9).
Let An be the event j^n−0j>h and Bn the event jnj+hn=2>n. Now, Lemma A.1
yields P0 [An]6
n
0 for all suciently large n, where 0<0< 1. Since Bnfjn=nj>
=2g [ fn=n>=hg, it follows from (A.8) that with Cn = An [ Bn, there exists a ,
0<< 1 such that P0 [Cn]6
n for all suciently large n. Further, for any > 0,
since
fj^n − 0j>gCn [ [ Cn \ fj^n − 0j>g];
then we obtain
P0 (j^n − 0j>)6n + P0 [ Cn \ fj^n − 0j>g]
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for all suciently large n. Finally, we have from (A.9)
P0 [ Cn \ fj^n − 0j>g]6P0 (jnj>nfI(0)− g):
This completes the proof.
Appendix B.
Proposition 3, hence, Theorem 4, may be extended to more general cases. Intu-
itively, a positive function in the class D corresponds to the spectral density of the
\short-memory" stationary process. It will be important to consider the question whether
Theorem 4 continues to hold for the \long-memory" Gaussian stationary process.
Of particular interest are the cases where gj; 2k−1()  jj−Lj; 2k−1() is strictly
positive and gj; 2k()  −Lj; 2k() as  ! 0, where Lj;#() varies slowly at 0 (e.g.
Feller, 1971, p. 277). The exponent  satises 0<< 1 and the exponent  is allowed
to be positive, zero or negative, but satises 6. These conditions ensure that gj;#’s
are integrable, hence, Tn(gj;#)’s are well dened (for odd index, the matrix is positive
denite), and that (1) is bounded. For these functions, a variant of Lemma 2 is the
result due to Dahlhaus (1989) who made use of a result of Fox and Taqqu (1987) by
approximating Tn(gj; 2k−1)−1 by Tn(f42gj; 2k−1g−1), for which the following regularity
condition (R) is required:
(R1) gj; 2k−1() is continuous at all  6= 0 and g−1j; 2k−1() is continuous at all .
(R2) (@=@)g−1j; 2k−1() is continuous at all  6= 0 and (@=@)‘g−1j; 2k−1() = O(jj−‘−)
as  ! 0 (‘ = 0; 1) for all > 0.
Since the proof of Proposition 3 is based on Lemma 2 and the boundedness of (1),
we can obtain the following version which is of independent interest.
Proposition B.1. Let Xn = (X1; : : : ; Xn)0 be an observed stretch from a Gaussian
stationary process with mean 0 and spectral density f()  jj−L() (strictly
positive). Assume that gj; 2k−1()  jj−Lj; 2k−1() is strictly positive and gj; 2k() 
−Lj; 2k() as  ! 0 with exponents  and  satisfying 0<< 1 and 6. Further;
gj; 2k−1()’s satisfy the regularity condition (R); and f() and gj; 2k()’s are contin-
uous at all  6= 0. Then the conclusions in Proposition 3; hence; Theorem 4; hold.
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